
 
 
 
 
 

How is Coronavirus affecting Selo?  

 

Please advise if you anticipate any impact on the supply & delivery of materials that we currently procure 

from yourselves. 

No, we don’t currently anticipate any delays though this is a fast-evolving situation and could change very 

quickly. 

What is the Country of origin of materials & components? 

Various however worth noting that all items procured in the Far East are either in good stocks or already in 

transit and replacement suppliers have been sourced outside of the far east as part of project that predates 

the recent medical outbreak.  Raw steel is indirectly procured from Italy, the plant continues to run and it is 

understood to be very unlikely that the mill would close due to the high importance of the materials and 

difficulty in quickly shutting down this type of plant. Various components are procured from Germany but 

again currently businesses (excluding social and tourist) continue to operate in a largely normal way despite 

restrictions on social activities. 

What is the nature & extent of the disruption anticipated? 

As at the current global position there is no specific disruption anticipated though it is an evolving situation 

and we recognise that there is likely to be some disruption depending on volume of sickness nationally and 

government strategy to maintain key services 

What measures are in place or planned to mitigate the risks identified? 

1. We have regular staff briefings and continue to follow the latest government advice regarding hygiene 
and cleanliness and social behaviours. 

2. We minimise external meetings and visitors to reduce the risk of transmission. 
3. Due to the locations of our offices and factory none of our staff use public transport 
4. Our open plan offices have plenty of circulation space and seating positions are over 1m from each 

other. 
5. We have workforce contingency backups for production manning with a “lifeboat” team ready to step 

in. 
6. We are implementing a work from home policy for those members of staff who can do so. 
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